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Abstract— Error feedback is known to improve performance
by correcting control signals in response to perturbations.
Here we show how adding simple error feedback can also
accelerate and robustify autonomous learning in a tendondriven robot. We implemented two versions of the Generalto-Particular (G2P) autonomous learning algorithm to produce
multiple movement tasks using a tendon-driven leg with two
joints and three tendons: one with and one without kinematic
feedback. As expected, feedback improved performance in
simulation and hardware. However, we see these improvements
even in the presence of sensory delays of up to 100 ms and
when experiencing substantial contact collisions. Importantly,
feedback accelerates learning and enhances G2P’s continual
refinement of the initial inverse map by providing the system
with more relevant data to train on. This allows the system
to perform well even after only 60 seconds of initial motor
babbling.

I. INTRODUCTION
The field of robotics in general would benefit greatly from
autonomous learning to control movements with minimal
prior knowledge and limited experience [1], [2], [3]. Extensive trial-and-error experience in the real world can be
very costly both in biological and robotic systems. Not only
does it risk injury, but the opportunity cost can be large.
Therefore, evolutionary game theory in biological systems
favors systems that can function suboptimaly or well-enough
with only limited experience, and continue to learn on-thego from every experience [1]. Biological systems can then
use sensory feedback to refine performance as needed.
Such learning from limited experience is also attractive
in robotics [2], [1], mostly in situations where optimality is
not as critical as adaptability to unstructured environments,
unpredictable payloads, or working with systems for which
creating accurate models is costly or time consuming. Thus
data-efficient learning that produces suboptimal behavior can
be a practical and attractive control strategy as it does not
rely on accurate prior models or extensive expert knowledge
[4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] , or require thousands
of hours of or learning in simulation [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16], [17] (please see [1] for detailed discussion on how our
General-to-Particular (G2P) algorithm relates to the field).
A drawback of learning with limited experience that
produces suboptimal behavior is that the performance of the
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model can degrade when encountering dynamics far from
those under which it was trained. On the other hand, systems
that heavily depend on the feedback error correction would
not perform efficiently and are prone to instability, especially
in the presence of sensory delays[18], [1]. Moreover, it is
important to note that in a tendon-driven system, actuation
is not directly connected to the joint and therefore, a simple
off the shelf PID controller cannot be used without knowing
the dynamical equations of the system [1], [19], [20]. Thus,
here we explore the combination of data-efficient learning
algorithm, G2P, with simple feedback to maintain the key
benefits of learning under limited experience while improving performance and robustness to perturbations (or unmodeled dynamics) as needed. This approach is directly inspired
by biological systems that, under certain circumstances,
successfully use simple corrective responses triggered by
delayed and non-collocated sensory signals [21], [22], [23].
As an initial proof-of-principle, we implemented two
versions of the data-efficient autonomous learning algorithm,
G2P [1] (that is originally designed to control tendondriven systems) : One purely feedforward (open-loop) as
published in [1], and one with simple feedback on joint
angles (close-loop). Both implementations of G2P find motor
commands that produce desired leg kinematics by creating
an inverse map. The initial inverse map is generated from
“motor babbling” input-output data (i.e., random sequences
of input commands to the three motors driving the tendons
that produce time histories of two joint angles of the leg).
We find that the performance is, as expected, better for the
close-loop system as it compensates for errors in the leg
joint angles arising from imperfections of the inverse map
or external perturbations (e.g., contact dynamics). However,
we also find that, by collecting more task relevant data,
this simple feedback accelerates learning and improves the
quality of the inverse map that enables the system to work
with shorter motor babbling sessions and also improves
learning on-the-go capability (the refinement of the inverse
map from each experience) of the system. In addition, we
also report improved performance even when sensory signals
are delayed. We have validated our method on a physical
tendon-driven leg to demonstrate its utility in real-world
applications.
II. M ETHODS
In this section, we first discuss the design of the tendondriven system. Next, we formulate and describe the controller
design. Lastly, we discuss the tests we performed in detail.
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Physical tendon-driven robotic limb (left) and the simulated system in MuJoCo environment (Right)
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Schematic of the close-loop system.

A. Tendon-driven leg design
Tendon-driven anatomies are a relevant use case because
they are difficult to control as they are simultaneously
nonlinear, under-determined and over-determined [20], [19],
[1], [24]. The simulated leg is a similar design to the physical
leg used in [1]. It is a 2-DoF planar leg actuated with 3
(minimal number of tendons to control a 2-DoF leg) tendons.
Unlike [1], the simulation model uses a Hill-type model of
skeletal muscle (MuJoCo’s built in force-length and forcevelocity model [25], [19] and has moment arms that can
bowstring. The physical system used for validation is a
replica of the one used in [1] with an improvement on the
data acquisition system (we use PXI system from National
Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). Figure 1 shows the tendondriven legs for the physical and the simulation systems.
B. Controller design
Our system takes desired movement kinematics (joint
angles for each joint and their first two derivatives; angular
velocities and angular accelerations) and outputs activation
values that will drive the actuators (skeletal muscles in
simulation and electric brushless DC motors connected to
the tendons on the physical system) to produce the desired
kinematics on the leg.
The feedforward path consists of an inverse mapping that
maps the desired kinematics to the activations that will
ideally (in the case of a flawless inverse map and without
any perturbation) create activations required to replicate the

desired kinematics on the plant (Figure 2). This inverse map
is created by training a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) Artificial Neural Network (ANN) with 15 hidden layer neurons
using the data collected during a short phase (5 minutes)
of random movements and observing their corresponding
kinematics which is called motor babbling (please see [1] or
the supplementary code for more details on the feedforward
path). Once the activations are calculated, they will be fed
into the plant and the corresponding kinematics will be
recorded. These observations can then be used in a feedback
loop to compensate for any error in the inverse map or the
error caused by external perturbation.
Here we only use joint angles as the sensory feedback.
Also, we mainly focus on reducing the error on the joint
angles (as opposed to its derivatives) since error in joint
angles is less forgiving than joint velocity or acceleration in
successful compilation of most day to day tasks either being
manipulation, locomotion or other movements; however, if
desired, user can substitute the error term with the angular
velocity or acceleration or a weighted combination of them.
We know that for a given joint, joint angle and angular
velocity are related by equation 1.
∆q = q̇ . dt

(1)

where t is time. Therefore, we can compensate the error
in position by changing the velocity corresponding to the
magnitude and the direction of the error. We implement a PI
controller like method where we add an adjustment term to
the desired angular velocity of each joint proportional to its
current and cumulative error (see discussions for alternative
choices). Equations 2- 6 describe relationships between all
system variables over a complete loop:
a[n](3×1) = AN N (qc [n] (2×1) , q̇c [n] (2×1) , q̈c [n] (2×1) ) (2)
where a[n] is the activation vector at time sample n and
qc , q˙c , and q¨c , are joint angle, control angular velocity
and control angular acceleration, respectively. These control
kinematics are calculated as follows:
q¨c = q¨d ,

qc = qd

q˙c = q˙d + q˙a

(3)
(4)

Z
q˙a = KP (2×2) qe + KI (2×2)
qe = qd − qp

qe dt

(5)
(6)

where subscripts d, a, and e stand for desired, adjustment,
and error respectively. Also, KP and KI are diagonal
matrices defining the proportional and integral coefficients
for each joint. The complete schematic block diagram of the
close-loop system is depicted in Figure 2.
C. Studied tasks
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed method
and its capabilities, we have tested it in a number of
different cases, each of which demonstrates at least one of its
prominent features. Wherever applicable, we have compared
the results with the ones produced by the open-loop method
used in [1].
1) Cyclical movements in-air task: During this task, the
leg is suspended in-air (i.e. no contact dynamics/external
perturbations involved) and is commanded to perform 50
random cyclical patterns (10 cycle with 2.5 seconds each).
Since there are no external perturbations applied to the
system in this task, an ideal inverse map should be able
to perform it flawlessly. However, the inverse map trained
with limited experience is almost always imperfect; during
this task we will study the effect of the proposed close-loop
system on reducing these imperfections. These patterns are
created by projecting a vector of 10 random values sampled
from a uniform distribution (U (0, 1)) into joint angle space
as described in [1]. In short, each random number defines
the normalized radial distance from the center of the joint
angle space of one of equally distributed spokes (each 36
degrees apart) and then, these points will be connected and
the resulting closed cycle will be filtered to make it smooth
(see [1] for more details).
2) Point-to-point movements in-air task: Unlike the continuous and smooth cyclical task, point-to-point task is
consisted of discrete ramp-and-hold movements. Since the
inverse map was trained with full kinematics, it would be
interesting to study how it performs when the desired task
involves maintaining joint angles in specific positions (both
angular velocity and accelerations will be equal to zero in all
these positions). The point-to-point task is designed to study
these cases and involved 50 trials where in each trial the
leg is going to be commanded to go to 10 random positions
(U (jointmin , jointmax ) for each joint) and stay there for a
predefined duration (2.5 seconds here).
3) Different cycle period durations task: During the motor
babbling, the inverse map is introduced to a very sparse set of
samples in the 6D kinematics space [1]. Although it has fully
swiped across joint angles for both joints during the motor
babbling phase, there are many combinations of these angles
with their angular velocities and accelerations that will not
be experienced. Here we are going to study the performance
of the system for perfectly cyclical movements (sin and cos)
over a wide range of cycle periods (1 / cycle frequency)
to investigate how well the open-loop system performs in

each case and to compare the performance of the proposed
feedback controller.
4) Performance in the presence of contact dynamics tasks:
Dealing with contact dynamics is a current challenge in
robotics [26], [27]. Therefore, it is important to test the performance of the proposed method in the presence of contact
dynamics. We have shown that the open-loop system can
perform well when introduced to minor contact dynamics[1];
however, the performance of the system has not been studied
under the effect of significant contact dynamics caused by the
need to push the system forward/backward in the presence
of an antagonist force or the need to carry its own weight
(note that the system was trained in-air and therefore adding
weight will be a major change to its dynamics). Here, we
have studied the performance of the system during two tasks
both including contact dynamics.
a) Locomotion with the gantry: In this task, we have
lowered the chassis (so that the leg can touch the floor) and
let it move on the x-axis (forward/backward) with friction.
Moreover, we have held it up with a spring-damper (buildin features in MuJoCo) so that it can partially compensate
for the weight (similar to a gantry). Similar to the “Cyclical movements in-air”, here we have applied 50 different
cyclical movements and studied the performance of the
system. Please note that here we are simply applying random
cyclical movements to compare open-loop and close-loop
performance; however, a higher-level controller can also be
used to find better movement trajectories to yield higher
forward displacement [1].
b) Holding a posture under a weight: In this task,
we took off the spring-damper mechanism provided by the
gantry and increased the weight of the chassis significantly.
The goal here for the leg is to stay vertically straight
(standing leg position) while reacting to a strong downward
force applied to it, due to the added weight of the gantry.
5) Learning from each experience task: Experience can
be very costly in real-world physical systems [1] and therefore, an efficient system should be able to start performing
as soon as possible and improving the performance with
the data coming from each experience. During this task, we
start with an inverse map created using a shorter duration
(1 minute) and run the system on a cyclical task for 25
repetitions; after each repetition, we refine the inverse map
with the cumulative data from all the experience that the
system had so far (including the motor babbling). We repeat
this process for 50 different cyclical trajectories.
6) Variable feedback delay task: Delay in the sensory
feedback or processing information is inevitable in realworld applications. In a system that solely depends on error
correction, these delays can inject large errors and even drive
the system to instability. We have studied the performance of
the system over a wide range of loop delays (from 5 to 100
ms; which is about the largest delay in the human sensorymotor loop) over 50 random cyclical movements.
All tasks were performed on both simulation (sim) and
physical (phys) systems except ”performance in the presence
of the contact dynamics” and ”variable feedback delay” tasks
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Fig. 5. The desired (black), open-loop (blue), and the close-loop (orange)
joint angles for one trial of the point-to-point movements in-air task (over
one sample run).
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Fig. 4. The desired (black), open-loop (blue), and close-loop (orange) joint
angles for one trial of the cyclical movements in-air task.

which were only performed on simulation due to physical
limitations. Also, physical results for the ”learning from each
experience task” has already been studied on [1].
III. R ESULTS
In terms of the error (root mean square error between joint
angles to the desired reference trajectories; will be referred
to as “error” from here on), as expected, we see the closeloop control architecture reduces the error compared to the
open-loop one in all cases. Fig. 3 shows the average error
for the open-loop and the close-loop system across all tasks.
A. Cyclical movements in-air task
Fig. 4 shows a sample trial of the cyclical movement in-air
task for the physical system (also see supplementary video).
This figure shows that the error is larger at the distal joint
compared to the proximal joint. This is because all three
tendons cross the proximal joint first, thus errors propagate
to, and accumulate at, the distal joint.
For all “sample run” plots that were performed in both
simulation and the physical system (Figs. 4, 5, and 7) we
observe very similar patterns and are only reporting the
physical system results here. The reader, however, can access
all plots in [28].
B. Point-to-point movements in-air task
Figure 5 shows a good example of the limitations of
an open-loop system (also see supplementary video). When
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simulation; phys: physical system).

the system is commanded to go to a new position, it can
do so—except in cases where the commanded change is
small. The inverse map may not have sufficient resolution
to implement such small changes. Also, please note that
both angular velocities and angular acceleration inputs will
be zero (except during the transitions which are very short)
and the system needs to go to the right position based only
on joint angle values. However, the close-loop system detects
and corrects those errors. Importantly, this also improves the
on-the-go training of the inverse map (see learning from each
experience task). Note the unavoidable small fluctuations
around the desired location, which are naturally caused by
having a simple error correction feedback strategy. Better
tracking can be achieved with more sophisticated close-loop
controllers, but that is beyond the objective and scope of this
work.
C. Different cycle period durations task
The simple proportional-plus-integral feedback on joint
angles has a limited bandwidth. We expect, and see, that
its ability to correct errors degrades for cyclical movements
with shorter cycle periods (i.e., higher frequencies). Figure 6
shows improved performance of the close-loop system for
cycle period durations longer than ∼ 2 seconds for both
simulated and physical systems. As expected, the openloop system also has problems at short cycle periods (due
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Fig. 7. The desired (black), open-loop (blue), and the close-loop (orange)
joint angles for one sample run of the different cycle period durations task
with a cycle period of 2.5 seconds.

to effects of inertia, excitation of the nonlinearities of the
double pendulum, bandwidth of the motors, etc), but the
error does not improve as the cycle periods lengthen. The
close-loop system plateaus at a small average error of 0.1-0.2
rads per cycle quickly and then continues to reduce slowly.
The error in the open-loop system, in contrast, has an error
that is roughly twice as large with minimum at periods of
∼ 1.5 − 2 seconds, which is perhaps closer to the region it
experienced during babbling and also close to the system’s
resonant frequency. Figure 7 shows the desired and actual
outcomes of the task (for both open-loop and close-loop
systems) over one sample run for a 2.5 seconds cycle period
(also see supplementary video).
D. Performance in the presence of contact dynamics tasks
1) Locomotion with the gantry: This leg system was
designed to ultimately produce locomotion. Therefore, we
tested in simulation how the close- and open-loop systems
performed this task. When introduced to mild ground contact (barely swiping the ground) both methods performed
similarly well and comparably to the in-air task—albeit with
a slightly larger error. However, when the simulated gantry
was brought lower (and therefore more substantial contact
dynamics were introduced), the open-loop system failed to
clear the ground and could not complete the movement cycle
to match the desired trajectories (see supplementary video
and Figs. 3 and 8). In contrast, the close-loop system
was able to complete the swing-phase and recover from
the ground contact (see Supplementary video), which then
resulted in very small errors even in the presence of these
contact dynamics. This is expected as contact dynamics can
be thought of as physical perturbations that were not included
in the motor babbling. Thus the open-loop system naturally
performs poorly (even with a well-refined, accurate inverse
map). However, it was important to see that even simple
feedback was able to compensate for such strong unmodeled,
perturbations.
2) Holding a posture under a weight: In our simulations,
we also observed that the open-loop system cannot compensate when a weight is applied to the chassis of the leg
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Fig. 8. The desired (black), open-loop (blue), and the close-loop (orange)
joint angles for one sample run of the locomotion with the gantry task.

(the leg collapses under the weight). In contrast, the closeloop system compensates—as much as the strengths of the
muscles allow—for the deviation from the desired posture
and maintains the prescribed posture which is standing
vertically (see Supplementary Video).
E. Learning from each experience task
Biological systems subject to Hebbian learning reinforce
or attenuate synaptic connections with each experience [29],
[30]. Similarly, the G2P algorithm adds the input-output data
from each run (i.e., experience) to its database and recalculates (i.e., refines) the inverse map with all available data
before the next run (i.e., warm start of the ANN). Figure 9
shows the mean and standard deviation of error over 50
random cyclical movement tasks as a function of refinement
number after each experience for both the open-loop (blue)
and the close-loop (orange) systems. Both systems exhibit
the expected reduction of error with increasing experience.
However, this trend is accelerated in the close-loop system
where both the mean and the standard deviation of the error
plateau after only 6 refinements.
We believe that the more relevant data collected by the
close-loop system contributes to this. To test this idea,
after each refinement, we tested both systems with switched
inverse maps. This will distinguish contribution of the error
correction of the feedback signal from the potential contribution of a more precise inverse map. Open-loop system shows
accelerated learning and smaller error when using the inverse
map trained by the close-loop data (green). Also, although
the error for the close-loop system with either inverse model
is very small and plateaus fast (after ∼ 5 refinements), it has
smaller mean and standard deviation with the inverse map
trained with data collected by the close-loop system. The
p-value between the 50 trials of the last refinement of closeloop systems using close-loop and open-loop inverse maps
(orange and red curves, respectively) was 3.0927e-04. This
measure for the open-loop systems (green and blue curves)
was 1.0234e-07. These results show that not only does closeloop system reduce error by commanding correction signals,
but it also enhances the refinements of the inverse map by
providing more task specific data at each attempt.
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To demonstrate that the system will not suffer from overfitting with the proposed method and will allow generalization at the same time with improving the inverse map
on-the-go, we also tested refinements for both systems for
50 random cyclical movements introduced back to back
and saw similar descending trend in the error even for the
movement cycles that were not experienced before. Results
for simulation and physical system can be accessed from
[28] and [1],respectively. Note that the babbling data are
always included in the refinements (as the original version
of G2P [1] to make sure it will not over-fit to experience
alone.
F. Variable feedback delay task
Figure 10 shows error over 50 random cyclical movements
as a function of increasing feedback delay from 5–100 ms.
We plot open-loop error (red wireframe styled lines) for the
same tasks as a reference and see that the close-loop system
outperforms it for delays up to 100 ms. At very long delays,
naturally, the close-loop system will treat corrections as
perturbations, and performance will degrade and instabilities
will likely arise.
G. Sensitivity to proportional-and-integral (PI) feedback
gains
The choice of PI gains is traditionally made by either trialand-error, Bode plots and, more recently, by using search
algorithms (e.g. evolutionary algorithms [31]). The choice
of optimal PI gains is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, we briefly explored the sensitivity to a wide range
of PI gains over 50 cyclical movements and found that
it still yields satisfactory performance (see Supplementary
Information section in [28]—albeit with the expected faster
rise times and greater overshoot with higher gains, and vice
versa with lower gains.
IV. S UMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS
Our method improves upon the current work in autonomous control of tendon-driven systems [1] because i)
it uses the inverse map of the tendon-driven system it
autonomously learned during an initial motor babbling phase
and only relies on feedback to compensate for inaccuracies as
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Fig. 10. Error values for 50 random cyclical movements as a function of
feedback delay for the close-loop system. Error for the open-loop system
is also provided (red wireframe styled lines) for comparison.

needed; and, more importantly, ii) shows that by collecting
more relevant data during a performance, simple feedback
also facilitates and accelerates autonomous learning; naturally, more relevant experience is more useful.
V. D ISCUSSION
We chose the input velocity signal to apply correction
changes to as oppose to the input position signal since
velocity has a direction (is a vector) and can move the
joint to the right position even with an imperfect model (as
can be seen from the point-to-point experiment results, the
outputs of position input can have high errors). Also, please
remember that we chose position as the output to define error
on and it is very common in controls to use the derivative
of the tracked signal for correction (Air conditioning, Cruise
control, etc.). However, based on the need, used can choose
any other error signal (or a weighted combination) and use
PID gains to feed it to the most pertinent input to entertain
the correction signals.
In this paper, we showed the contributions of simple kinematic feedback in improving both performance and learning
rate of the inverse map generated using limited experience
while being robust to sensory delays and choice of PI parameters. We performed our test in both simulation and physical
implementations of a tendon-driven robotic limb. However,
it would be very interesting to test the proposed system on
more complex systems such as bipeds or quadrupeds and
compare their performances in more sophisticated tasks in
the future work, especially in their physical implementations.
CODE AVAILABILITY
The code and the supplementary files can be accessed
through project’s Github repository at: https://github.
com/marjanin/G2P_with_fb
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